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  Occasionally I come across a book that truly touch me.  Influence me, it doesn’t happen very often
and in my life time I have perhaps read thousands of books. There are books I like and books I will
hold paragon endlessly and The Immortal Lover by the terrifically talented A. White falls into the hold
dear forever category.  As far as I’m concerned, this novel was such a convincing and emotive read,
and so stunningly written I’m not swayed anything I write will carry forward how truly brilliant this
book is.

Feeling unloved and unwanted Ana by the very handsome man she is married to. She takes to using her
gifts to relieves her broken heart.  When Azazel and Ana meet by design little do they realize their
meeting will permanently alter their fates incessantly.

A. White has inscribed one of the most commanding love stories I’ve read in years. If you love “The
Immortal Beloved “by Ludwig Van Beethoven, then you will love The Immortal Lover. It has much of
the same expression of true love, old fashioned courtship.
 The Immortal Lover is a story of love transpiring across time and space, realms and dimensions, facing
many tragedies, enigmas and flukes, but at the same time it’s also a very sensitive and magnificently
told story, that will nudge even the most unfeeling hearts into feeling sympathy for Ana if not Azazael.
She meets him before his fall from grace. I’m not going to surplus words on reiterating the plot, read
the book’s blurb, but this is an original idea on a story old as time.  No blurb or elucidation can do
fairness to the enchanting and poignant story.

The Immortal Lover is a story that is fantastically told, sprinkled with excerpts from A. White other
books. Some chapters set on Earth before the creation of the Earth and afterward while others in the
celestial Kingdom of Azazael’s called Azazaeland. That’s the mindboggling part. Earth doesn’t exist yet
so how can she be real? It’s clearly, she exists only in God’s Mind. Or she time walked beyond the
earth existence. The author left this up to you to decide which she did.

 The author transcribes in such a vivid way I could feel the cool breeze of this fragrant ethereal world,
see the gemstone in the lake’s bottom, see the floating palace with a crystal-clear river running through
it pouring into the source below, the smells the perfumed air, and even heard the terrible sounds of the
battles. It’s transporting landscapes I could easily dream about to life. In my opinion it was the
personalities that made this such a wonderful read I’m sure Azazael and Ana will be in my thoughts for
a long time to come, never have characters had such a weighty effect on me, I chuckled, I sobbed and
then cried some more I laughed for the author has a wicked. mischievous sense of humor. Even Ana’s
husband in time grew on me as the story advanced notwithstanding his terrible treatment of her and his
crude comments and his constant philandering. Thad loves Ana in his own selfish way, but Thad is
spoiled. He’s a superstar in sports.

This is a futuristic story and many ways it is not but the moving between time and space is easily
followed. It challenges subjects that some may consider off-limited, but the author has an implausible
technique of lettering, one that includes kindliness, compassion, and a picturesque elegiac style that
even the most reclusive unforgiving readers will find it problematic not to fall in love with this book
and its characters. The Immortal Lover made for a powerful read, and one I venerated.



I’m giving The Immortal Lover a Black Diamond rating from my New Jersey book club. It’s only
given to books we feel are truly stupendous. A book that covers every aspect of what we look for to
delve into, an original plot, great first and second protagonists, stimulating additional characters and a
narrative that draws us in from the first page and keeps us absorbed until the very last page. He’s truly
is her Immortal Beloved.

It isn’t a love story for those who have set precedent in how a love story should go be. It’s a story of
two broken hearts finding each other and establishing a rapture that last for an eternity.
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